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hello. i have a problem with hardware, i have a wd 500 gb and one day did not want to enter in wimdows
i tried a friend, nothing, i've tried hd tune, and it gives me an error message something like reaf error!

test aborted now i tried with hdd regenerator there when i started scanning beginning to grow bad sites
consecutively with sectors ago i tried to rewrite manster boot recorder but just gives me error well

understood i tried windows in disk management, windows tells me hdd is type-logycal and file system-
bad disk. so that's why i do not understand why i say windows software that is empty, simply shows me
he has nothing on hdd and i before that i 3 sectors now i have none, nor mil sees that partition, just i like
it simple..and no longer a problem i 2 im pc hdds have another one of 80 gb, and when you 80 gb bag on
that one in the pc is ok, but when you bag and may gb 500 ala the situation begins to hinder,, penetrates
the windows and as i give to install windows again go hard in boot.acum forward opinions. please if you

can help me cunva. i have a geforce 6200 and i have done everything to it but still there is no video after
it boots up like there is no video card, check your dvi connector. also make sure the bios settings set

your video card as the primary, no settings should have to do with the pc. if your videos are you using
the correct cables, make sure the cables are pluged into the correct ports on the video card. load up the
cd contents into a folder by right clicking on the iso file and selecting burn image. in the event, a power

failure happens with a burner with windows, you simply run the burn image again. your burner should be
unable to erase a dvd before finishing. burn image step also works with cd/dvd images you have made

with windows.
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all these features contribute
to a quick and easy system
recovery. it offers a simple

interface that enables you to
repair the entire system and
set the system back to the
original state.the program
consists of several useful

tools. some of these tools are;
- mbr repair - recovery of files
from hard drive - scanner the
registry and deleted items -
system cleaning - disk drive
check - repair the operating
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system file and folder - easy
recovery of windows

operating system - scanner
viruses on your computer - it

is a free download. hirens
boot cd 10.1.iso download:
features of hiren s boot cd

the boot tool in hiren s boot
cd has the feature to fix the
computers mbr with a one

click that is quite amazing. it
doesn’t require any technical
skills as it is a simple tool that
you will easily and fast boot.

the hiren s boot cd is quite an
amazing tool that provides
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you with an easy tool to scan
the registry and unwanted

items of your system. this is
an efficient tool that offers a
free tool to detect malware

and virus, find files, and
viruses on your computer. it
provides you with an easy

and simple process to fix the
problems that are detected. it

is also possible to detect if
any non-windows operating
system on the system. it is a

free tool that can detect
viruses and malware and

block them. hi mariano! first
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of all i want to congratulate
you and the whole team for
the work you do for us. from

you i learned to see
differently the it world. i have
the following problem: for a
while my pc works very hard

in the sense that if it runs
more than 2 applications at
the same time the pc works
very hard, for example if i

listen to music and download
something the music sounds
jerky and responds hard to
commands the pc. i have a

pentium 4,1.5gb ram. i tested
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the pc with hirens bootcd and
it did not detect any problem.

i want to ask you if the
problem i have is due to the

hdd to be changed or the
processor, i mention that i

download a lot on the net and
i thought that the hdd was
worn out or the processor.

when you have time and you
want to answer me, i'm

waiting for you. 5ec8ef588b
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